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X-ray multiphoton absorption

> XFEL delivers ultraintense and ultrafast x-ray pulses. 

> Direct multiphoton absorption cross section is too small. 

> Sequential multiphoton absorption is dominant.

Ne+✽Ne Ne2+

Ne3+✽ Ne4+

...

Doumy et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 083002 (2011).

followed by simultaneous multiphoton absorption, as energetically
required to reach the next higher charge state17, is one proposed mech-
anism, although the excitationof spectral features such as a giant atomic
resonance may modify this simple picture18. Studies of high-intensity
photoabsorptionmechanisms in this wavelength regime have also been
conducted onmore complex targets3,19. For argon clusters, it was found
that ionization is best described by sequential single-photon absorp-
tion19 and thatplasmaeffects suchas inverse bremsstrahlung, important
at longer wavelengths (.100nm; refs 20, 21), no longer contribute. For
solid aluminium targets, researchers recently observed the phenom-
enon of saturated absorption (that is, a fluence-dependent absorption
cross-section) using 15-fs, 13.5-nm pulses and intensities up to
1016Wcm22 (ref. 3).

In the short-wavelength regime accessible with the LCLS, single
photons ionize deep inner-shell electrons and the atomic response to
ultra-intense, short-wavelength radiation (,1018W cm22, ,1 nm)
can be examined experimentally. In contrast to the studies at longer
wavelengths, all ionization steps are energetically allowed via single-
photon absorption, a fact that makes theoretical modelling con-
siderably simpler. We exploit the remarkable flexibility of the LCLS
(photon energy, pulse duration, pulse energy) combined with high
resolution electron and ion time-of-flight spectrometers, to monitor
and quantify photoabsorption pathways in the prototypical neon
atom.

X-ray ionization of neon using LCLS

We chose to study neon because notable changes in the electronic
response occur over the initial operating photon energy range of
LCLS, 800–2,000 eV (l5 1.5–0.6 nm), as shown schematically in
Fig. 1. There and in the following, V, P and A refer to the ejection
of valence, inner-shell and Auger electrons, respectively. In all cases,
sequential single-photon ionization dominates, although the differ-
ing electron ejection mechanisms lead to vastly different electronic
configurations within each ionization stage. The binding energy of a
1s electron in neutral neon is 870 eV. For photon energies below this,
the valence shell is stripped, as shown at the top of Fig. 1 in a VV…
sequence. Above 870 eV, inner-shell electrons are preferentially
ejected, creating 1s vacancies that are refilled by rapid Auger decay,
a PA sequence. For energies above 993 eV, it is possible to create
‘hollow’ neon, that is, a completely empty 1s shell, in a PP sequence
if the photoionization rate exceeds that of Auger decay. For energies
above 1.36 keV, it is possible to fully strip neon, as shown at the
bottom of Fig. 1.

Figure 2a shows experimental ion charge-state yields at three dif-
ferent photon energies, 800 eV, 1,050 eV and 2,000 eV. These photon
energies represent the different ionization mechanisms—valence
ionization, inner-shell ionization and ionization in the regime far
above all edges of all charge stages of neon. Despite the relatively
large focal spot for these studies, ,1 mm, the dosage at 2,000 eV for
neon (dosage5 cross-section3 fluence) is comparable to that pro-
posed for the biomolecule imaging experiment where a 0.1-mm focal
spot was assumed2. At the maximum fluence of,105 X-ray photons
per Å2, we observe all processes that are energetically allowed via
single-photon absorption. Thus, at 2,000 eV, we observe Ne101 and
at 800 eV we find charge states as high as Ne81 (a fractional yield of
0.3%), indicating a fully-stripped valence shell. We note that valence
stripping up to Ne71 was previously observed in neon for 90.5-eV,
1.83 1015W cm22 irradiation18,22. At this intermediate photon
energy, 90.5 eV, the highest charge state can not be reached by a
sequential single-photon absorption process.

Figure 2b compares the experimental ion charge-state yields with
theoretical calculations based on a rate equation model that includes
only sequential single-photon absorption and Auger decay pro-
cesses12. For simulations, two parameters are required, the X-ray
fluence and pulse duration. The fluence (pulse energy/area) on target
may be calculated from measured parameters for pulse energy and
focal spot size. The X-ray pulse energies quoted throughout this

paper were measured in a gas detector23 located upstream of the
target; the actual pulse energy on target is reduced by five reflections
on B4C mirrors (for details, see Methods). The focal spot size was
estimated from measurements done during the commissioning
period (J. Krzywinski, personal communication) using the method
of X-ray-induced damage craters imprinted in solid targets24.

The fluence calculated from these pulse-energy and spot-size mea-
surements is corroborated by in situ ion-charge-state measurements,
both at 800 eV, where ionization is dependent only on fluence and
not on intensity, and at 2,000 eV, where the observed ratio of Ne101/
Ne91 resulting from photoionization of hydrogen-like neon (a pro-
cess with a well-known cross-section) serves as a reliable calibration
tool. The fluence that matches the Ne101/Ne91 ratio agrees to within
30% with that derived from the measured pulse energy (2.4mJ) and
estimated focal spot size (,13 2mm2 full-width at half-maximum,
FWHM) at 2,000 eV. This fluence predicts not only the ratio Ne101/
Ne91, but also the absolute values of the fractional charge-state yield,
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2b. At 2,000 eV, the calculations
predict the overall trend of the charge-state yields well, but there are
obvious differences—particularly at the lower charge states. The
odd–even charge-state alternation is much more pronounced in
the calculation than in the experiment. This is due to the fact that
the calculation ignores shake-off25 and double-Auger processes26, and
predicts that 1s one-photon ionization produces charge states up to
Ne21 only. Experimentally, one observes a yield of,75% Ne21 and
25% Ne31 from simple 1s ionization27. At 1,050 eV, the general
trends are reproduced although differences due to the simplicity of
the model are evident.

At 800 eV, the simulations, which include only valence-shell strip-
ping, are in excellent agreement with the observed charge-state dis-
tribution. The fluence, determined in situ by the 800-eV data and
simulation, is within 10% of that predicted by a ,2.13 increase in
focal area when going from 2,000 eV to 800 eV (ref. 28). Here, the
simulation is more straightforward as no inner-shell processes are
operative. We note that nonlinear two-photon processes29, which
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Figure 1 | Diagram of the multiphoton absorption mechanisms in neon
induced by ultra-intense X-ray pulses. X-rays with energies below 870 eV
ionize 2s,p-shell valence electrons (V, red arrow). Higher energy X-rays give
rise to photoemission from the 1s shell (P, purple arrow), and in the
consequent Auger decay the 1s-shell vacancy is filled by a 2s,p-shell electron
and another 2s,p electron is emitted (A, black arrow). These V, P and A
processes are shown inmore detail in the inset; they all increase the charge of
the residual ion by one. Main panel, three representative schemes of
multiphoton absorption stripping the neon atom. The horizontal direction
indicates the time for which atoms are exposed to the high-intensity X-ray
radiation field, and vertical steps indicate an increase in ionic charge due to
an ionization step, V, P or A. Horizontal steps are approximately to scale
with a flux density of 150X-ray photons per Å2 per fs, and indicate the mean
time between photoionization events or Auger decay.
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Young et al., Nature 466, 56 (2010).
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Complex inner-shell decay cascade
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Multiphoton absorption after/during decay cascade 

§ More than 20 million multiple-hole configurations 

§ More than 2 billion x-ray-induced processes
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Challenges for x-ray multiphoton ionization

> No standard quantum chemistry code available 

§ tremendously many hole states by x-ray multiphoton ionization 
§ highly excited electronic structure / electronic continuum states 
§ complex multiphoton multiple ionization dynamics

XATOM 
§ Hartree-Fock-Slater method for every single configuration 

§ numerical grid method for both bound and continuum states 

§ rate-equation model for ionization dynamics 

§ Monte Carlo approach to solve a huge set of rate equations

Son, Young & Santra, Phys. Rev. A 83, 033402 (2011). 
Jurek, Son, Ziaja & Santra, J. Appl. Cryst. 49, 1048 (2016). 
Download executables: http://www.desy.de/~xraypac

http://www.desy.de/~xraypac
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Comparison b/w theory and experiment

occurring at this photon energy. Within the expectation from a
simple model of purely sequential single-photon absorption,
charge states up to Xe32þ can potentially be reached with 2.0 keV
photons via sequential removal of 3d electrons, as can be seen
from the binding energies in Fig. 2.

In striking contrast to such a simple consideration, we find
charge states as high as Xe36þ for the lower photon energy of
1.5 keV. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest ionization
stage ever created in an atom with a single electromagnetic pulse
(that is, both by photon impact26,33 and by ion impact34). At
1.5 keV photon energy, sequential removal of electrons from the
respective ionic ground state ends at Xe26þ, where direct ionization
closes as the ground-state ionization energy rises above the photon
energy (Fig. 2). This is in qualitative agreement with our simulation
in Fig. 1b, which predicts a maximum charge state of Xe27þ (with a
strong decrease beyond Xe26þ) for the X-ray fluence achieved in the
experiment. In the simulations, the charge states above Xe26þ stem
from Auger decay of multiple-core-hole states, which are created
with significant abundance towards the end of the ionization
sequence when the Auger lifetime of 3d holes starts to be

comparable to or even exceed (at Xe25þ) the average inverse
photo-ionization rate of !9 fs (Supplementary Fig. S1). It should
be noted that, within our model, significantly higher charge states
cannot be produced, even when assuming considerably higher X-
ray fluences. Thus, simulations using a straightforward rate equation
approach, which have successfully described earlier experiments on
Ne and N2 in a broad wavelength range (including hollow atom cre-
ation)2,3 and yield good agreement with the xenon data at photon
energies of 850 eV (ref. 13) and 2.0 keV, fail dramatically for our
experimental results at 1.5 keV. At this photon energy, another effi-
cient ionization process must play a role, boosting multiple ioniz-
ation far beyond the limit intuitively expected for sequential one-
photon absorption.

We therefore propose and provide evidence that the highly
charged ionic states produced at 1.5 keV are reached via resonant
pathways, as described in the following and schematically illustrated
in Fig. 2. These resonances, which occur in highly charged xenon
ions produced during the course of a single femtosecond X-ray
pulse, are not included in our simulations, which only take into
account bound-free transitions. Inclusion of the additional
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Figure 1 | Comparison of experimental and simulated xenon charge state yields. a, Xenon ion TOF spectra at photon energies of 1.5 keV (black) and
2.0 keV (red) for (nominally) 80 fs pulses with 2.4–2.6 mJ pulse energy as measured by the LCLS gas detectors upstream of the target. Assuming a
3 × 3 mm2 X-ray focus and 35% beamline transmission at 2.0 keV, this corresponds to a peak fluence of !82–89 mJ mm22 at the target. At 1.5 keV, this
peak fluence is reduced by a factor of two (see Methods). b, Experimental xenon charge state distribution (bars) after deconvolution of overlapping charge
states and comparison to theory (circles with lines) calculated for an 80 fs X-ray pulse with a pulse energy of 2.5 mJ and integrated over the interaction
volume. The theoretical charge state distributions are scaled such that the total ion yield integrated over all charge states agrees with the total ion yield in
the experiment. Error bars for experimental data reflect the statistical error only. a.u., arbitrary units.
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Rudek et al., 
Nature Photon. 
6, 858 (2012).

Fukuzawa et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 173005 (2013).

Xe at LCLS 
§ 1.5 keV: ~Xe36+ 

§ 2.0 keV: ~Xe32+

Xe at SACLA, 5.5 keV: ~Xe26+

Sequential multiphoton multiple ionization 
model has been tested by a series of gas-

phase XFEL experiments: Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, … 
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Challenges for molecular dynamics at XFEL

> No ab initio theoretical tools available for high x-ray intensity 

§ formidable task: e.g. CH3I ~ 200 trillion coupled rate equations 
§ highly excited molecular electronic structure 
§ coupled ionization and nuclear dynamics in the same time scales

XMOLECULE 
§ quantum electrons, classical nuclei 
§ efficient electronic structure calculation: core-hole 

adapted basis functions calculated by XATOM 
§ Monte Carlo on the fly

Hao, Inhester, Hanasaki, Son & Santra, Struc. Dyn. 2, 041707 (2015). 
Inhester, Hanasaki, Hao, Son & Santra, Phys. Rev. A 94, 023422 (2016).
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Imaging charge transfer in
iodomethane upon
x-ray photoabsorption
Benjamin Erk,1,2,3* Rebecca Boll,1,2,3 Sebastian Trippel,4 Denis Anielski,1,2,3

Lutz Foucar,2,5 Benedikt Rudek,2,3,6 Sascha W. Epp,2,3 Ryan Coffee,7 Sebastian Carron,7

Sebastian Schorb,7 Ken R. Ferguson,7 Michele Swiggers,7 John D. Bozek,7

Marc Simon,8,9 Tatiana Marchenko,8,9 Jochen Küpper,4,10,11 Ilme Schlichting,2,5

Joachim Ullrich,6,2,3 Christoph Bostedt,7 Daniel Rolles,1,2,5 Artem Rudenko12,2,3*

Studies of charge transfer are often hampered by difficulties in determining the charge
localization at a given time. Here, we used ultrashort x-ray free-electron laser pulses to
image charge rearrangement dynamics within gas-phase iodomethane molecules during
dissociation induced by a synchronized near-infrared (NIR) laser pulse. Inner-shell
photoionization creates positive charge, which is initially localized on the iodine atom.
We map the electron transfer between the methyl and iodine fragments as a function of
their interatomic separation set by the NIR–x-ray delay. We observe signatures of
electron transfer for distances up to 20 angstroms and show that a realistic estimate of
its effective spatial range can be obtained from a classical over-the-barrier model. The
presented technique is applicable for spatiotemporal imaging of charge transfer dynamics
in a wide range of molecular systems.

C
harge-transfer and charge-migration
processes—in particular, electron transfer—
drive numerous important transformations
in physics, chemistry, and biology (1–4).
A crucial issue for experimental studies

of such phenomena is the need to trace the
spatial localization of charge at a given time.
Earlier experiments exploited local photoexci-
tation of donor-acceptor constituents (5, 6) or
selective valence photoionization (2, 7) to trigger
the electron transfer, which was traced by reso-
nant absorption (2, 6), ion mass spectrometry (7)
or time-resolved fluorescence (5, 6). Because of
their element specificity, x-rays can be efficiently
employed to probe charge-transfer dynamics, trig-
gered either by a synchronized optical pulse (8),
or by the x-ray absorption itself (9). When short-

pulsed x-rays are used to initiate the dynamics—
for example, by inner-shell ionization—the initial
charge can be induced with a high degree of spa-
tial and temporal localization. Therefore, recent
developments of intense, ultrashort radiation
sources in the extreme-ultraviolet and x-ray
domain, such as high-harmonic generation and

free-electron lasers (FELs), have opened up a pro-
misingway to image charge-transfer processes in
space and time with atomic resolution. Moreover,
ultrafast dynamics after x-ray absorption—i.e.,
electronic rearrangement coupled to nuclearmo-
tion (10)—determinemechanisms and time scales
of radiation damage (11, 12), which is of particular
relevance for imaging applications employing
these light sources (13–15).
Here, we report on the direct experimental

mapping of charge-transfer dynamics upon inner-
shell ionization of a small polyatomic molecule,
iodomethane (CH3I). As sketched in Fig. 1, we
first dissociate themolecule using a femtosecond
near-infrared (NIR) laser and then ionize the sys-
tem with an intense x-ray pulse from the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) (16) at different
internuclear separations that are defined by the
delay between the NIR and the x-ray pulses. At
the intensity chosen in our experiment, the NIR
dissociation predominantly proceeds as two-body
breakup, creating CH3 and atomic I fragments,
both either neutral or singly charged (17, 18).
The x-ray pulse, arriving after awell-defined time
delay, ionizes almost exclusively the M shell of
the iodine atom, because for the photon energy
of 1500 eV used here, its x-ray absorption cross
section is ~60 times as high as that of the rest of
themolecule (19). Inner-shell photoionization and
subsequent fast (subfemtosecond) Auger decay,
which does not involve the valence electrons,
induces a positive charge that is initially strong-
ly localized on the iodine site. The charge then
spreads over the entire molecule, which under-
goes fast breakup. Depending on the internuclear
distance at the time of the x-ray absorption, two
different regimes of this charge redistribution
can be considered. When treating the iodine ion
and themethyl group in the dissociatingmolecule
as two independent systems, where the valence

RESEARCH

288 18 JULY 2014 • VOL 345 ISSUE 6194 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

1Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), 22607 Hamburg,
Germany. 2Max Planck Advanced Study Group at CFEL, 22607
Hamburg, Germany. 3Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, 69117
Heidelberg, Germany. 4Center for Free-Electron Laser Science
(CFEL), DESY, 22607 Hamburg, Germany. 5Max-Planck-Institut
für Medizinische Forschung, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany.
6Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, 38116 Braunschweig,
Germany. 7Linac Coherent Light Source, SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory, 94025 Menlo Park, CA, USA. 8Sorbonne
Universités, UPMC Université Paris 06, Laboratoire de Chimie
Physique Matière et Rayonnement, F-75005, Paris, France.
9CNRS, Laboratoire de Chimie Physique Matière et Rayonnement,
F-75005, Paris, France. 10Department of Physics, University
of Hamburg, 22761 Hamburg, Germany. 11Center for Ultrafast
Imaging, University of Hamburg, 22761 Hamburg, Germany.
12J. R. Macdonald Laboratory, Department of Physics, Kansas
State University, Manhattan, KS 66506, USA.
*Corresponding author. E-mail: benjamin.erk@desy.de (B.E.),
rudenko@phys.ksu.edu (A.R.)

Fig. 1. Schematic of the NIR pump–x-ray probe experiment.The 800-nm NIR pulse (red) dissociates
themolecule.The x-ray pulse (purple) arrives after a certain time delay and creates one or a few inner-shell
vacancies through absorption of single or multiple photons by the iodine M shell.This is followed by a fast
local Auger decay that creates additional charge. For each of the dissociation channels, the delay between
the NIR and the x-ray pulses can bemapped onto the resulting internuclear distance R at the time of the
x-ray pulse arrival. At small delays (A), i.e., in a bound molecule, the delocalized valence electrons can
move between the atoms and participate in the decay processes filling the inner-shell holes at the iodine
site, such that the resulting charge is shared between the two fragments. In the intermediate regime (B),
the electrons exhibit a certain degree of localization, and the final charge distribution between the
fragments is defined by the R-dependent electron-transfer probability from the methyl group to the
iodine. At large delays (and, thus, at large internuclear separations) (C), the probability of charge transfer
between the two sites becomes negligible, and the final-state charge distribution results from the x-ray
interaction with the isolated methyl group and atomic iodine, respectively.
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Molecules at low x-ray intensity

Total charge: CH3SeH vs. Kr 
Erk et al., PRL 110, 053003 (2013).

CH3I: charge rearrangement as a 
function of bond distance 

Erk et al., Science 345, 288 (2014).

electronic configuration and absorption cross section
(0.5 Mb), we find that while the total charge induced on
the system (up to 16 electrons are removed) is the same in
both cases, the highest final charge state of Se is consid-
erably lower (Se9þ as opposed to Kr16þ). By measuring
kinetic energy distribution (KED) of ionic fragments for a
given final charge state, and comparing them to the outcome
of a simple Coulomb explosion (CE) model, we trace the
evolution of the molecular geometry both during and after
the x-ray pulse and observe considerable displacement of the
nuclei on the time scale of sequential multiple ionization
and Auger decay. We find surprisingly high fragment ener-
gies for channels where the measured charge of the C ions
is higher than that of Se, pointing towards ultrafast charge
rearrangement occurring en route to these final states.

The experiment was performed at the LCLS AMO beam
line at SLAC using the CFEL ASG Multi-Purpose end
station (CAMP) [17]. The LCLS x-ray pulses at 2 keV
photon energy (peak fluence on target"15 !J=!m2, nomi-
nal pulse duration "5 fs FWHM [18]) were focused to a
"10 !m2 spot onto a supersonic jet of Kr atoms or methyl-
selenol molecules. The produced ions were projected onto a
time- and position-sensitive microchannel-plate detector
with a delay-line anode, allowing for reconstruction of the
3Dmomentumvectors ofmultiple fragments in coincidence.

Upon inner-shell ionization at the Se L edge, the methyl-
selenol molecule breaks up into few ionic fragments.
Figure 1(b) depicts the measured charge state distribution
of Se and C ions detected in coincidence. While the yield
typically decreases with increasing total charge, for a given
sum of Se and C charge the channels where the C fragment is
charged higher than Se have lower abundance, since photons
are almost exclusively absorbed by the Se constituent.
Considering only selenium and carbon ions, the highest

charge state combination observed with statistical signifi-
cance is Se9þ þ C3þ. Although proton fragments were
detected as well, we do not use them for the determination
of the total charge state of the molecule, because typically
more than one proton is ejected, and the total detection
efficiency becomes very low for coincidences of more
than three particles. Therefore, in order to estimate the
total charge, we assume that all hydrogen fragments
are charged, which is well justified for higher charge states
[19], but might deviate considerably for lower ones. The
deduced total charge for the methylselenol molecule is
shown in Fig. 1(c) in comparison with the charge state
distribution measured for Kr atom under identical experi-
mental conditions.
The results in Fig. 1(c) show that although the individual

charge of the Se atom is much lower than for Kr, the
maximum total charge induced on the molecule (16þ)
and the overall charge state distribution is very similar to
the atomic case. Since the highest charge state produced by
one-photon ionization at this photon energy is Kr7þ [20], a
significant part of the distribution results from multi-
photon absorption. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the
measured yields of several representative coincident chan-
nels are plotted as a function of the LCLS pulse energy.

FIG. 1 (color). (a) Geometry of the methylselenol molecule.
(b) Measured yield of coincident Se and C ion pairs for different
final charge states. (c) Sum charge induced on the molecule
compared to the charge state distribution observed in Kr under
the same conditions. The heavy ion charge represents the sum of
Se and C charges measured in coincidence, whereas the CH3SeH
charge denotes the total charge of the molecule assuming that
four Hþ ions were produced.

FIG. 2 (color). Yields of 8 exemplary heavy-ion coincident
channels measured as a function of the FEL intensity. The power
dependence of the ion yield as deduced from the slope in this
double logarithmic representation gives insight into the number
of photons n needed to reach a certain final charge state
(see text). To guide the eye, lines with slopes indicated on the
right are drawn through the experimental data.

PRL 110, 053003 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

1 FEBRUARY 2013

053003-2

Total charge of molecule is similar to atomic charge. 
Heavy atom charges are reduced after charge rearrangement. 

 
Still valid for high x-ray intensity?
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Iodomethane at high x-ray intensity

> New experimental setup:  
LCLS CXI using nano-focus  
➔ new realm of intensity 
    approaching ~1020 W/cm2 

> Selective ionization on heavy atom 

> X-ray multiphoton ionization occurs at high intensity 

> Charge imbalance induces charge rearrangement 

> Coulomb explosion after/during ionization & charge rearrangement

CH3I @ 8.3 keV
σ(I)~50 kbarn 
σ(C)~80 barn 
σ(H)~8 mbarn

Daniel Rolles 
at KSU

Artem Rudenko 
at KSU

LCLS 
experiment



CH3I 54+ 
(t = 45.12 fs)

I47+ C4+

H+

H+

H+

CH3I 30+ 
(t = 22.08 fs)
CH3I 26+ 
(t = 18.48 fs)
CH3I 23+ 
(t = 15.36 fs)
CH3I 19+ 
(t = 13.68 fs)
CH3I 14+ 
(t = 10.80 fs)
CH3I 12+ 
(t = 9.36 fs)
CH3I 10+ 
(t = 5.76 fs)
CH3I 5+ 
(t = 0.72 fs)
CH3I 
(t = 0 fs)
CH3I 
(t = 0 fs)
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Coulomb explosion of iodomethane



CH3I 54+
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What happened?

> Unprecedentedly intense x-rays: approaching 1020 W/cm2 

> Dramatic change: >50 electrons ejected after >20 x-rays absorbed 

> Ultrafast dynamics: femtosecond time scale
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Comparison of CSD and KER

> Capturing ultrafast ionization and fragmentation dynamics 
§ CSD (charge-state distribution): direct outcome of ionization dynamics 
§ KER (kinetic energy release): molecular information when it breaks 

apart, influenced by detailed dynamical behaviors
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Rudenko et al., submitted.
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Molecular ionization enhancement

Rudenko et al., submitted.

CH3I @ 8.3 keV, 30 fs FWHM
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molecular charge > ∑(atomic charges): at high x-ray intensity 
theoretically anticipated and experimentally confirmed
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Ionization enhanced by charge rearrangement

> Electrons from light atoms become available for further ionization on 
heavy atoms after charge rearrangement. 

> CREXIM: Charge-Rearrangement-Enhanced X-ray Ionization of Molecules 

> Impact on molecular imaging: not reducing partial charges of heavy atoms 
due to charge rearrangement, but inducing more ionization overall

Rudenko et al., submitted.
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Summary

> XATOM, XMOLECULE, and XMDYN: enabling tools to investigate x-ray 
multiphoton physics of atoms, molecules, and clusters in intense XFEL pulses 

> Femtosecond response of CH3I to hard x-rays, recently conducted at LCLS 

> Map of electronic and nuclear dynamics by a combined experimental and 
theoretical analysis 

> Molecular ionization enhancement at high x-ray intensity: CREXIM

XATOM XMOLECULE XMDYN (Zoltan Jurek)
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UXSS: Ultrafast X-ray Summer School

§ CFEL, Hamburg 
§ Giorgio Margaritondo 
§ Robin Santra 
§ David Reis 
§ Linda Young 
§ Markus Gühr 
§ Simone Techert 
§ Thomas White 
§ Wilfried Wurth 
§ Ulf Zastrau  

§ SLAC, Stanford 
§ Agostino Marinelli 
§ Philippe Wernet 
§ Matthias Fuchs 
§ Nora Berrah 
§ Louis DiMauro 
§ Steve Johnson 
§ Sigfried Glenzer 
§ Ian Robinson 
§ James Holton 

  

UXSS 2017 
§ CFEL, Hamburg 

§ Probably June 2017 

§ Coming up soon… 

§ Stay tuned!

http://conferences.cfel.de/uxss_2017/ 
to be opened soon

http://conferences.cfel.de/uxss_2017/

